Online supplement

**Search strategy**

The following search strategy was used in Medline and EMBASE.

**Type of study**

Search #1
Follow up stud* or follow up stud* or cohort stud* or longitudinal stud* or prospective stud* or etiology or aetiology or prognosis

**Type of exposure**

Search #2
Parent child relation* or mother child relation* or father child relation* or maternal behav* or paternal behav* or parental behav* or child rearing or childrearing

Search #3
Sensitivity or responsiveness or love or close* or empath* or warm* or authoritarian or permissive or conflict or discord or dissent* or abus* or neglect or violence or hostility or aggression or punish* or overprotect* or overcontrol* or overcritical or reject* or indifferent*

Search #4
Family or maternal or paternal or parent* or mother or father

**Type of outcome**

Search #5
Affect* or emotion* or depress* or suicid* or anxiety or mood disorders or dysthymia or post-traumatic stress disorder or PTSD or phobi* or obsessive-compulsive disorder or panic or unipolar or hysteria

**Measurement instruments for outcome**

Search #6:
KSADS or CBCL or DIS or MMPI or IDS or CES-D or MPE or CIDI or PSE or SCAN or CIS-R or CIS or GHQ or HADS or Beck

Search #7 = #3 and #4
Search #8 = #2 or #7
Search #9 = #5 or #6
Search #10 = #1 and #8 and #9